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01 git up (produced by eminem) 02 loyalty
(feat. obie trice) (produced by eminem) 03
just like u (produced by denaun porter) 04
ill be damned (produced by denaun porter)
05 dude (skit) 06 my band (produced by
eminem) 07 u r the one (produced by
denaun porter) 08 6 in the morning
(produced by eminem) 09 how come
(produced by eminem) 10 leave dat boy
alone (produced by red spyda) 11 get my
gun (produced by eminem) 12 bizarre
(skit) 13 bitch (produced by eminem) 14
steves coffee house (skit) 15 d-12 world
(produced by kanye west) 16 40 oz.
(produced by trackboyz) 17 commercial
break (produced by eminem) 18 american
psycho ii (feat. b-real from cypress hill)
(produced by dr. dre & mike elizondo) 19
bugz 97 (skit) 20 good die young
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(produced by denaun porter) 21 keep
talkin (bonus track) (produced by night &
day) download: mega 2fichier
uptoboxeminem albums bootlegs,
mixtapes2000 - psycho (bootleg) eminem
mp3 free download 01 maximum pressure
(intro) 02 low down dirty 03 old world
disorder 04 are you afraid (freestyle) 05
(freestyle) 06 if i get locked up tonight 07
phone tap (freestyle) 08 phone tap (remix)
09 rhymes you never heard before 10 our
house 11 my name is (00 remix) 12 my
name is (313 remix) 13 freestyle (cage
diss) 14 just rhymin 15 turn me loose 16
dead wrong (remix) 17 picked it up (live)
18 rush ya clique
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the album opens with the recipe, a cheery,
bouncy track produced by dre that finds

the rapper celebrating his success. though
it contains a few lines about an obscure

album name (the recipe), its all about him
and the many gifts hes been given. as he

lists them off, eminem sounds every bit the
content king: “all this money, a house, a
car/ women love me, kids love me, my
clothes are expensive, my shoes are
expensive,” he sing-songs. but it also
sounds like the same old, same old, a

generic track. “recipe,” as he calls it, feels
like a convenient way to bookend a decade

that was less about changing the game
than about adding more chapters to his

own. this is the reason to buy curtain call
2: to revisit a decade of eminem’s career,

to see how his music has changed, and
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what he has done to keep himself relevant.
the first time we met dre, he wanted to

make a record called the kris kross, but he
wasnt allowed to. now he hes making a

record with eminem called the recipe and
hes not allowed to call it that. put those

two things together and you have a track
that makes no sense at all. perhaps its a
sign of the times that dre has become an

un-eminem-like figure, that for his
supposed decades of experience and

wisdom, he still seems like a scared kid.
dre has struggled with maintaining his
relevance for years, but the end of his
career as a producer has made him a

frightened ghost, forever chasing after hit
records that might never make sense. he

can never find a hit that will move him into
the next era, but now hes surrounded by a
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younger generation of producers, including
lunchmoney, who seem to have the idea
that theres nothing better to do with your

time than to try to recreate something
from the past. and for some reason, they
all seem to be adopting a similar sound. it
might be hard to make sense of the fact

that a record like the recipe was a big hit,
or that dre produced three of the best-

selling singles of the 2000s, but eminem is
at least old enough to know that you cant
remake past hits. he can be forgiven for

thinking that his recent comeback album,
kamikaze, was the most important

moment of his career; that he could be the
next bob dylan. eminem is showing us that
he can be more than a rapper, that he can

be a songwriter. now all he has to do is
turn that talent into more than just a one-
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